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	17128 Layer Puzzle Your Body Girl_EN (1)
	17128 Layer Puzzle Your Body Girl_EN (2)

	content: 5 layers, 28 puzzle piecespuzzle size: 145 x 295 x 20 mm
	main goal: People: Identifying and naming body parts.
	extra goals: Fine motor skills: Learn to make smooth movements with hands and fingers.Language: Learn to talk about the anatomy of the body and the different body parts.Mathematics: Learn the ability of correlation by finding the correct puzzle tiles.Social skills: Enhance social skills by cooperating with others.
	basic concept: Fine motor skills, Words
	step 1: Put the wooden frame and the puzzle pieces on the table.
	step 2: Puzzle the different layers with using the frame.
	step 3: Finish the puzzle and try to get a first understanding of the body structure.
	advanced concept: Knowledge about the body structure
	advanced concept1: Let the children puzzle the layers one by one without using the frame and bring them in correct order. Use the different layers to talk about the anatomy of the body. Encourage children to tell their own experiences. Could anybody point out where the heart should be? Where is the stomach situated? Who knows where the bellybutton is situated?
	Text2: Biology
	product: Layer Puzzle Your Body Girl  
	activities: Practice different athletic movements (jumping, running, balancing,…) with the children, so they get an awareness about their own body. Maybe some children are in a sports club. Ask them to show some athletic movements they know. With this awareness they develop their self-confidence, strength, skills and health resources.Use the different layers to start a project about "My body".  Take a huge white paper, where a child can be on and another child tries to paint the contour.  Then the child could look at her-/himself at the mirror and can paint the face and the clothes on her/his paper.  Let the children look at each other. They should try to find similarities and differences (hair color, eye color, nose, ears, height, …).
	productNO: 17128          
	main observation: Is the child able to identify and name different body parts?
	extra observation: How are the fine motor skills developed?Can everyone point the different parts of the body?Will the children become easily frustrated if it doesn’t work? Does he or she need help?Are there relations to the own experiences of the children?Is the knowledge about the topic age appropriate?Do the children understand the topic? Are they able to talk about their knowledge?
	Text1: Anatomy


